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ABSTRACT
Product Line Engineering (PLE) is becoming a common
practice in industry to enhance product quality, to reduce
development costs, and to improve time-to-market. At the
same time, many development contexts are use case-driven
and this strongly influences their requirements engineering
and system testing practices. In this PhD project, we aim
to achieve automated and effective change management in a
product family within the context of use case-driven development and system testing. To this end, we first provide a
modeling method for capturing variability information explicitly in Product Line (PL) use case and domain models.
Then, we propose an automated configuration approach to
automatically generate Product Specific (PS) use case and
domain models from PL models. In addition, we plan to
provide a change impact analysis approach for PL use case
and domain models and automated regression test selection
for system test cases derived from PL use case models.
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH
PROBLEM

Product Line Engineering (PLE) is a crucial practice in
many software development environments where systems are
complex and developed for multiple customers with varying
needs. At the same time, many business contexts are use
case-driven where use cases are the main artifacts driving
requirements elicitation and many other development activities [29]. This is also the case for our industrial partner

IEE S.A. [1], a leading supplier of embedded systems in
the automotive domain. This PhD project is motivated by
the discussions with IEE which aims to adopt PLE in its
software development practice. The current development
practice at IEE is use case-driven and based on clone-andown reuse [10]. IEE starts a new product with an initial
customer. IEE analysts elicit requirements as use case and
domain models. Then, they derive system test cases from
the use case models for the initial customer. For each new
customer of the product, the IEE analysts need to clone the
current models, and negotiate variabilities with the customer
to produce new use case and domain models, and to derive
and select new system test cases from the updated use cases
(i.e., change management for use cases and regression test
selection for system test cases). With such practice, the IEE
analysts loose track of commonalities and variabilities across
products. They, together with the customer, need to evaluate
the entire use cases, domain model and test cases.
The clone-and-own reuse practice is fully manual, errorprone and time-consuming in industrial settings, which leads
to ad-hoc change management for use cases, domain models and test cases in the context of product lines since the
variability information is not explicitly represented.
The need for supporting PLE in the context of use casedriven development and regression test selection has been
already acknowledged in the literature [4, 13, 12, 14, 31].
Most of the existing approaches introduce feature modeling
into practice, including establishing and maintaining traces
between feature models and use case models [16, 15, 19, 20,
11, 3]. Due to limited resources, many software development
companies find such additional traceability and maintainability effort to be impractical. In addition, most approaches
do not provide automated support for use case evolution in
a product family in terms of change impact analysis and
system regression testing.
We aim, in this PhD project, to provide automated support
for the change management of use case models and regression
test selection in a product family.

2.

RELATED WORK

Many proposed use case-driven configuration approaches [5,
6, 16, 18, 17, 2] require that feature models be traced to
use case diagrams and specifications. The analysts need
to establish traces between feature models and use cases.
The evolution of feature models and use cases also requires
these traces to be maintained manually [7]. There are approaches [32, 27, 9, 25] that study the evolution of feature
models but they do not address the impact of changes of

variability information on use case models. In addition, in
many software development environments, such a traceability
and modeling overhead may not be acceptable, as it is the
case at IEE. Most of the regression testing approaches in
the literature focus on changes in design [8, 28], and source
code [24, 26]. In contrast, our PhD project is focused on
system test cases where requirements changes are regression
tested within the context of product lines.

3.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

Our goal is to provide approaches and their accompanying
tools to achieve automated, effective change management
and regression test selection for a family of products within
the context of use case-driven development and testing.
To accomplish this goal, our proposal is divided into four
pillars: (1) a modeling method in which variability information is explicitly represented in Product Line (PL) use
case diagrams, specifications and domain models without any
feature model, (2) an automated configuration approach to
generate Product Specific (PS) use case and domain models
from PL models and configuration decisions, (3) a change
impact analysis approach for evolving configuration decisions
and for evolving PL models, and (4) an automated regression
test selection approach for a family of products.

4.

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS

A product line use case modeling method. Our motivation is to rely, to the largest extent possible, on common
practices to achieve widespread applicability and to minimize the modeling overhead. The method integrates and
builds on existing work and captures variability in PL use
case and domain models at a level of granularity enabling
both precise communication and guidance for the product
configuration. It needs to be supported by a tool which
automatically confirms the consistency of PL use case and
domain models.
A configuration approach for use case-driven development. In order to facilitate use case-driven configuration
in industrial practice, the configuration approach should
provide a high degree of automation while the analysts are
interactively guided for their decisions. With the interactive
guidance and the proper tool support, the analysts can make
decisions and resolve decision contradictions, which leads to
the automatic generation of PS use case and domain models.
A change impact analysis approach for PL use case
and domain models. Change can occur both in configuration decisions and variability aspects of PL models. For
decision changes in a product, the impact on other decisions
needs to be assessed and the reconfiguration should be considered in the PS models. To this end, we plan to develop a
change impact analysis approach to identify impacted configuration decisions and parts of PS models that need to
be reconfigured when the PL models and the configuration
decisions evolve.
A regression test selection approach for product lines.
Regression test selection is a particular application of change
impact analysis, that consists in choosing, from an existing test set, test cases that can and need to be rerun to
ensure existing, unmodified functionalities are still working
correctly [8]. When requirements evolve in a product family,
the change impact on the execution of system test cases
derived from these requirements need to be assessed. We
plan to provide an automated regression test selection ap-

proach for system test cases derived from use case models.
For system test cases and their traces to use case models,
we plan to rely on the Use Case Modeling for System Tests
Generation approach (UMTG) [29, 30], that automatically
generates executable system test cases from PS use case and
domain models.

5.

CURRENT RESULTS

At this stage, the first two pillars have been achieved.
Product line use case modeling method. We proposed,
applied, and assessed the Product line Use case modeling
Method (PUM) to support variability modeling in PL use
case diagrams, specifications, and domain models [21], without making use of feature models, thus avoiding unnecessary
modeling overhead. PUM adopts existing PL extensions for
use case diagrams [23] and domain models [34]. For modeling variability in use case specifications, we introduced new
product line extensions for the Restricted Use Case Modeling
method (RUCM) [33]. PUM is supported by a tool relying on
Natural Language Processing (NLP) to check the consistency
of PL use case and domain models.
Use case-driven configuration. We proposed, applied,
and assessed a use case-driven configuration approach based
on our modeling method (PUM) [22]. The approach supports three activities. First, the analyst is guided to make
configuration decisions in an appropriate order. Second, the
consistency of configuration decisions is ensured by automatically identifying contradicting decisions. Third, PS use case
and domain models are automatically generated from PL
models and configuration decisions. Our approach is supported by a tool, PUMConf, relying on NLP and integrated
with IBM DOORS.

6.

PLAN FOR EVALUATION AND
VALIDATION

We plan to assess the proposed approaches and tools in
terms of feasibility, adoption effort, expressiveness, and comparison with current practice. To this end, we rely on reporting industrial case studies and questionnaire studies in close
collaboration with our industrial partner IEE. Moreover, we
have delivered tutorials and plan to continue to do so in
order to help IEE adopt the proposed approaches and the
accompanying tools in their development context.
The evaluation started with the first two pillars of our
research program. For instance, we evaluated the feasibility of our configuration approach in an industrial context
via reporting (i) an industrial case study, i.e., Smart Trunk
Opener (STO) developed by IEE, to demonstrate its feasibility and (ii) the results of a questionnaire based survey at
IEE to investigate how the configuration tool is perceived to
improve industrial practice. Results from the questionnaires
suggest that our approach is practical and beneficial to capture variability and to configure PS use case and domain
models in industrial settings.
We further plan to conduct an empirical study for our
regression test selection approach and a user study to assess
the practicality and usability of our tools.
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